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Introduction
In additiou to teràperature and humidity, there

has been aa iacreased concern'for the cleanliness

of indoor air. The cleanliness of indbor air can

readitl¡ be improved by increasing the ventilation

ratc. Horpever, tbis method is not desirable from
:'the viewpoint of energy conservation. Instead,

more light should be th¡own on the effectiveness

of ventilarion systems. In a previous papert), the

effects of the inlet and the outlot positiöns on the

veqtilation efrciency were exaniined 'thiough two

dimensional comPuta tion.

In this paper' numerical computation has been

çxænded to three dimensions and the results are

discusscd from thc viewpoint of the vcntilation

cficiency. Furthermore' the index for ventilation

aftcicncy which was proposed for the two dimea'

¡ional rnodel hac bccn found to bc suitablc ln

thrËË dimën¡ionel model aa wcll.
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1. Nomencl¡ture
C ¡ 0oncentrátion

Õo: Initial concentratioa of pollqtatt in roo¡n

Ð : Effectivc turbtrlent diffusion coËfiÊiQlt

G : Pollutant gëneration' rats

É : Kinetic enérgY of turbulcnce

,0 : width of inlet

æ : Mixing factor

P: Pressure

p: Position factor

Q: Air flow rate

ü: Tlme

tt,ù,to i Componcnt of mcan velocity in. dlrec'

tions ¡, g, ånd ¡
?¿o : Flow vetoc-itY.at iltlct

l¡: Volu¡oo of roorå

t;gtr t : Cartcsiaa' spacc coordlnatt

Grcelt Symbols

,|'¡ : Etr¿ctivc tutbulcnt dllfuslo¡ corüciett
for' diffusio¡ of å(svr*Jî¡'r)

Jl¡,¡ ¡ Tutbutcnt difiusion coafict¡ut for diËu'

Evatuation of Ventilation Systenrs

thröugh Three Þimenstonal Numerical Computatíos

By YoshÍalii Is¡ruun

Synopcls: To inake an evaluatiou of ventílatíon systems' numer'

ical eomputation wàE carried out for three dimensional, isothermal'

and turbulpnt flow sch'emes. It was found 'that therc exists an

optimum position for an inlet in relation to an,outl€t wherêby the

most effective ventilation can þe attained. In additíon' sirnilar to

the results'for the two dimensiooal computation, the;Slope -,of the

concentration decay is virtually constant and ìndependent of the

position in the room, so the mixing factor derived from this stope

can be used as an index of the ventilation effiCiency. Further, threÊ

di¡nensiOnal computation seems to be necessary for a quantítatíve

estimation of the mixing factor.
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Fig. 1 Basic room model ancl the coordinate system

sion of þ(:r¿/ot)
f" : Effective turbulent diffusion coefficient for

diffusion of. e(:uo-ff ,,ò
]o.,¿: Turbulent diffusion coeffcient for diffu-

sion of e(:u/o,)
e : Turbulence energy clissipation rate
y : Effective turbulent kinematic viscosit¡z

(=uo|-y¿)

re : Kinematic viscosity
yc : Turbulent kinematic viscositv
a1, o2, op : Coeffi cients in approximated turbulent

transport equations
o*, oe., oc : Turbulent Schmiclt number corre-

sponding to h,e,C
g : Generalized dependent variable
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2. Calculation method
Numerical Calculation was carried out for three

dimensional, isothermal, and turbulent flow
schemes with the coordinate system sown in
FÍS. 1. The basic equations are as fgflsrysz),0>.

1) Contínuity equatio

ôt¿ , ôu ôw
_-_--:¡r .....t I Ioæ oa oz

2) ìvlomentum equation

ô(!.u) ¡ ô(!ta) ¡ô(!w) :_g!¡_L ¡,rôu1oî oa tiz ôr ôæ\ ôrl
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5) Concentration equation
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where,

v:I/Re*yt, yt:opþz/€

l*:I/Retv¿/ot, l":l/Reln/o,
D=I/(ReSc) *vt/oc

All of the parameters have been made nondimen.
sional with the characteristic length being the
width of the inlet, /0, the characteristic velocity
being the flow rate at the inlet, lto, and the
characteristic concentration being that of exhaus¡
air. The constants used were the values recom-
mended by Launder et al. which are shown in
T¿ble 1. The Reynolds number, .R¿, and Schrnidt
number, Sc, were assigned the values l.0X l0r and



0.9, respectively.

The basic equations were solved by the finite

approximatioa method after Yamaguchis). Con-

sidering the computation time, calculation mesh

grid was set 10 x 10 x 10 incl uding the imaginary

control volume beyond the walls. Calculations for

the steady state were terminated when the maximum

value of the relative change of each parameter at

every point in the room

I Pv-çív-t ¡t"' i g:u,u,w,p,h,e,clrivl
I r lE'ax

became smaller than 1.0X10-4.

After obtaining the steady state solution, pollu-

tant generation was. stopped and the decay of the

concentrati<¡n with time was calculated by the

A. D. I. method. The flow itself was kept in the

steadJ, state. In this case, ôC/ôt was added to the

left hand side of the concentration equation (11).

Since the change in concentration with time is

rapid at first and slow af terwards, the time

increment Àú was macte to increase in geometric

ratio with the initial interval, 0. 1, anct the

common ratio, 1.01. The position of the outlet

was fixed at the bottom of the right wall and the

position of the inlet was successively changed on

the ceil.ing. The shape of the inlet and'the outlet

is square with a side beng I/4 of that of the

room. For these calculations, the pollutant gene-

ration site was fixed at the center of the room at

(5, 5, 3).

In addition, the coûcentrati<¡n distribution was

calculatecl for various pollutant generation sites

in a room with fixed inlet and outlet positions.

Calculations were performed on a Vax-11/750 super

minicomputer made by DEC Co. Ltd.

3. Results
The distributions of flow and concentration at

the cross section j=5 are shown in Fig. 2 through

4. lVhen the inlet is at the leftmost position on

the ceiling, the main part of the air flows down

the left wall and across the floor, purging the

pollutant from the room effectively. Thus, the

average concentration in the room becomes

relatively low When the inlet is at the rightmost

position on the ceiling, the main part of the tlow

3

T¿ble I Constants used for numerical calculation

olt oc

0.09 1.3 0.9

goes down the right wall and flows out of the

outlet without mixing with the room air. Con-

sequently, some air witir a high concentration

stagnates in the room and the average concentra-

tion becomes high. Even though the iniet and the

outlet positions are fixed, tire concentration depends

also on the pollutant generation site. As shown

in Fig. õ, some air with a high conceniration stays

in the room when the pollutant generation site is

far from the outlet. If the pollutant generation

site is near the <¡utlet. the pollutant is likely to

be purged. Thus the concentration doesn't become

so high as shown in Fig. 6.

After the termination of pollutant generation,

the concentration of the pollutant decays. Six

sites were chosen as representative ones in the

room, and the concentration decay at these sites

was plotted on semilogarithmic graphs as shown

in Figs. ? through 9. It seems, from these figures,

that the slope of the concentration decay becomes

virtually constant after some initial perturbations,

allowing for a very sligirt curvature of the lines.

4. Discussion
While pollutant generation continues, the con-

centration is extremely high at the pcllutant
generation site. After the termination of pollutant

generation, the singularity of the pollutant

generation site disappears and the concentration

distribution rapidly approaches the distribution

which depends only on the fl.ow pattêrn in the

room, governeC mainly by the inlet and the oútlet

positions. When the flow is in steady state, it is

expected that the relative distribution of the

concentration becomes not to change with respect

to time. Thus the pattern of the concentration

decay will become the sane throughotrt the room.

The results of the numerical computation confirmeci

this expectation. As shown in Figs. 7 to 9, the

decay of the concentration can be expressed by

virtually the straight line on a semilogarithrnic
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Fig. 3 crosssectional view of the air flow and the concentration
at j:5 when the inlet is at the center of the ceiling
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FÍg.5 Crosssectional view of the
concentration at j:5 when the
pollutant generation site is far
from the outlet. Air fl,ow is
the same as that in Fig. B.

g

Fig.6 Crosssectional view of the
concentration at j-S when the
pollutant generation site is
near the outle¿ Air flow is the
s¿rme as that in Fig. B.
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Fig. 2 crosssectional view of the air fow and the concent¡ation at j:g
when the inlet is at the leftmost position on the ceilin S
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FÍg.4 Crosssectional view of the air flow and the concentration
at j-5 when the inlet is at the rightmost position on the
ceiling
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Fig. 7 Concentration decav with time
when the inlet is at the leftrnost
position on the ceiling ; a(3,3,7),
b(3,5,7), c(5,3, 3), d(5,5,3), e(7'
3,7), l.(7,5,7)
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Figi. 8 The same ru¡ Fig. 7 when
the inlet is at the center of
the ceiling

Fig.11 The average concentration
in the steady state, C-:
ptfm, as a function of the
pollutant generation site

whose height is frxed at å:3.
The inlet is at the leftroost
position on the ceiling. P
represents the Position factor.

I rme L-l

Fig. 9 The same as Fig. 7 when
tùe inlet is at the rightmost
position on the ceiling

Figi. 12 The sane as Fig. 11 when the
inlet is at the center of the
ceiling

Fig:. 10 Dependence of the mixing
factot nt upon the inlet
position. The outlet posi-
tion is fixed at the bottom
of the right wall.

graph, similar to the results in two dimensional

computationr). Accordingly, the change in the

coBcentration at each point in a room can be

expressed by the equation C:Co exp(-mQt/V).
Here, Cs is the initial concentration' Q is the

volumetric flow rate of the supplied air, V is the

volume of the room, and ú is time. The character

zz stands for the mixing factor which represents

the ventilation efficiency. We assume that the m@

il

0 Ð

50

\o
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0. 0.6õ 0.60 0.55 ¡l':3

portion of the supptied air' 0, mixes completely

with the room air aod the rest portion (l-m)Q
flows out without mixing. For reférence, the slope

of the concentration decay with cornplete mixing,

m:L.O, is also shown in Figs. 7 to 9.

The mixiog factors derived from the slope of the

concentration decay, by taking the linear regres'

sion during the time period of about 50 to 150,

are summarized in Fis. 10. If the outlet position

o
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Fig:. 13 The same as Fig. 11 when
the inlet is at the rightmost
position on rhe ceiling

- 0.5

Fig. 14 Comparison of the velocity
dist¡ibutions calculated in
two dimensional scheme
(broken lines) rvith th¡ee
dimensional one (solid Iines)
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_is fixed at the bottom of the right wa[, the mixing
factor becomes highest when the inlet is near the
center rather than the farthest left. In other
words, fresh air is most effectively used to clean
the room air when the inlet is at this site. .When

¡he inlet is on the right part of the ceiling, a
considerable part of the supplied air goes out
without mixing with the room air, and thus the
mixing factor becomes srnaller.

It was found that the mixing factor was inde_
pendent of the pollutant generation site in the
three dimensional computation just as it was in
the two dimensional one. This rnakes the rnixing
factor a very promising and reasonable index for
expressing the ventilation efficiency, because
ventilation is the idea which should not be aftected
by the pollutant generation site.

The average concentration of pollutant in a room
depends also on the pollutant generation site. Thus
we defined ,,position fâctor" ? as an index showing
the effect of the póllutant generation site. position
factor was assumèd such that qtV portion of the
room is polluted with complete mixing, while
(1-p)Iz portion of the room is occupied by fresh
air. Then the average concentration of the ¡oom
in steady state can be expressed by pG/(me)o. It
should be noticed that even when G and 0 are
fixed, the average concentration can be reduced

Fig. 15 Comparison of the mixing
factor calculated in trvo di_
mensional scheme ,.vith th¡ee
dimensional one

by decreasing the factor Xt and./or iocreasing the
'f.actor m. In FiS. U, contours of the average
concerrtration in steady state with unit pollutant
generation rate and unit ventrlation rate, that is
C-:Xt/m, is shown as a function of the pollutant
generation site. The inlet is at the lefÍnost
position on the ceiling. Since the mixing f.actor Ì¿rs constant throughout the roorn when the inret
and the outlet positions a¡e deflnite, and the
position factor p is expressed. by mC_, a contour
sinrilar to that of C_ can be drawn for p. As a
representative example, a contour of p=g.5 ¡a
shown in the figure. In other words, when the
pollutant generation site is upon this broken line,
position factor p becomes 0.5. Similar contours
are shown in Figs. 12 and lB when the inlet is at
the center of and at the rightmost position on the
ceiling, respectively.

Fis' t¿ shows an example of the florv ciistribution
calculated by two dimensional and three dimen_
sional schemes. Two dimensiorial computation was
carried out in /_ø scheme ï¡ith the equally spaced
16Xf6 mesh grid following the method described
in the previous paper¡). Three dirnensional
computation was done in u_p scheme with :10X10
x 10 mesh grid. The shape of the inlet and the
outlet was slit. General features of the flow
distribution agreed, fairly well between two dimen-

liev
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sional and three dimensional computation. However, 2) similar to the case in two dimensions' the

mixing factors were much higher in ' the three slope of the concentration decay is virtually

dimensional computation, as shown in Fig' 15' constant and' independent of the position in

These results may indicate that mixing depends the room' So' the mixing factor derived from

not only on the bulk pattern of the flow but also this slope would aPpear to be a good index of

on small three dimensional perturbations' the ventilation efficiency'

From these results, it is clear that three 3) Three dimensional computation seems to be

dimensional computation is helpful and necessary necessary for a quantitative estimation of the

for a quantitative estimation of '¡entilation effi- mixing factor'

ciency. Furthermore, as the nature of the mixin8 References

factor is the same in both the two dimensional

and three dimensional schemes' this factor can be

eligible to be a suitable index of the ventilation

efficiencY.

Conclusion
1) There exists an optimum position for the

inlet in relation to the outlet whereby the

most effective ventiiation can be obtained'
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